
 

Car Camping 
  
Car Camping allows festival-goers to park their car by their tent for bigger convenience 
and comfort. The Car Camping pass is sold separately from the festival access pass. 
This means, everyone should have their own full festival pass in addition to the Car 
Camping pass. 
 
  
1. Each Car Camping spot is 8x4 meters. Campers may have their car and as many               

tents they can comfortably fit in that spot (as long as the camping site’s general               
rules are respected). 

  
2. A maximum of 5 people are allowed in one Camping Car spot (who will all wear a                 

personal and non-transferable wristband for Car Camping access, that will be           
placed upon entry). 

  
3. For safety reasons, in particular to prevent risk of fire, the Car Camping area is not                

forested so there is no shadow.  
  
4. The arrival time to enter the Car Camping area will be from July 15 until July 19,                 

from 10:00 to 24:00. 
  
5. To enter the Car Camping area with a car, campers will have to have purchased               

the Car Camping pass. All elements of the group camping in this area (5 maximum)               
must have also purchased a pass for the 3 days of Festival. 

  
6. The tent(s) must be set by the car and people may then circulate freely within the                

camping site. 
  
7. For safety reasons, cars are not allowed to exit and re-enter the area. From the               

moment the car enters, it must stay in the same place until the end of the festival. If                  
the camper needs to leave early, he must inform the Staff so that help is provided                
for a safe exit. The car cannot re-enter the Car Camping area from the moment it                
exits. 

  
8. For safety reasons, every car in the Car Camping area will be checked upon arrival               

before entering. All items that are not allowed on the camping site will be retained               
so that vehicles may enter. The same restrictions will be applied to the remaining              
campers. 

  
9. After checking the vehicle, a tag with the name, contact and license plate of the car                

will be handed to the camper. This tag must be placed in a visible location in the                 
car and it must remain there until the end of the festival. 

  

 



 

10. If a group has more than one car, they will have to arrive together in order to park                  
and camp in contiguous parking spots. For late arrivals, one can park in the next               
available Car Camping spot. It is up to the car owners and the group with a Car                 
Camping pass to coordinate themselves in order to get parking spots together if             
they wish so. 

  
11. Only one car is permitted for each Car Camping spot. 

  
12. The number of spots in the Car Camping area is limited. 

  
  
Park & Tent 
  
Daily ticket holders may also acquire camping with a parking spot for a 1 night stay at 
the festival in a designated area. Park and Tent allows festival-goers to park their car 
next to their tent for bigger convenience and comfort. The Park & Tent pass is sold 
separately from the individual festival pass. This means every person is required to 
have their daily pass in addition to the Park & Tent pass.  
 
The Park & Tent area is a separate reserved area, it does not give access to the 
general Camping area.  
  
1. Each Park & Tent spot is 8x4 meters. Campers may have their car, as many tents                

they can comfortably fit in that spot and a maximum of 5 people camping (as long                
as the camping site’s general rules are respected). 

  
2. For safety reasons, in particular to prevent risk of fire, the Park & Tent area is not                 

forested so there is no shadow. 
  
3. The arrival schedule to enter the Park & Tent area will be: 

● July 16  – Check-in starting at 12pm – check out July 17 until 11am 
● July 17 – Check-in starting at 12pm – check out July 18 until 11am 
● July 18 – Check-in starting at 12pm – check out July  19 until 11am 
 
 4. To enter the Park & Tent area with a car, campers must have acquired the 
correspondent Park & Tent pass. Every element of the group must have purchased the 
day’s pass for the festival. 
 
 5.In the festival’s ticket office, a tag with the name, contact and license plate of the car 
will be handed to the camper.  Subsequently, the car will be checked. The tag must be 
placed in a visible location on the car and it must remain there until the end of the 
festival. 
 
6. The tent(s) must be set by the car and people may then circulate freely within the 
Park & Tent area. 
  

 



 

7. For safety reasons, cars are not allowed to exit and re-enter the area. From the 
moment the car enters, it must stay in the same place until the end of the festival. If the 
camper needs to leave early, he must be inform the Staff so that help is provided for a 
safe exit. The car cannot re-enter the Park & Tent area from the moment it exits. 
  
8. For safety reasons, every car in the Park & Tent area will be checked upon arrival 
before entering. All items that are not allowed on the camping site will be retained so 
that vehicles may enter. The same restrictions will be applied to the remaining 
campers. 
  
9. If a group has more than one car, they will have to arrive together in order to park 
and camp in contiguous parking spots. For late arrivals, one can park in the next 
available Park & Tent spot. It is up to the car owners and the group with a Park & Tent 
pass to coordinate themselves in order to get parking spots together if they wish so. 
  
10. Only one car is permitted for each Park & Tent spot. 
  
11. The number of spots in the Park & Tent area is limited. 
 
12 . The Park&Tent spot is not close to the camping site of the festival, there are no 
showers in this spot. 

 


